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Paul R. Isbell 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 
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Bower L. (Bob) Johnston 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

I am a retired professor of physical education from Tennessee Tech University.  
I purchases 27 acres on Buck Mountain in 1972, built a house in 1976, and 
remodeled in 2006.  This property has spectacular views overlooking Cookeville 
and has unique features such as sink holes, a cave, and a rock house.  I have 
developed hiking trails over all the acreage and keep them cleared for the 
enjoyment of the family--wife, children, and grand children.  The transmission 
line runs across an area of mature forest on my property.  There are several 
trees along the proposed line that are 30+ inches dbh and stand over 100 feet 
tall. One of my hiking trails runs through this area.  It will never be the same 
without the mature trees, but at least I hope the stumps and tree tops will be 
removed so the trail will be usable in the future.  Also, trees will have to be 
removed along my driveway.  The TVA land appraisers indicated these stumps 
and tree tops would be chipped, but I have had people tell me that TVA would 
not be responsible for removing stumps and tree tops.  A building site along the 
driveway will be made useless.  These sites document the areas that I have 
described. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/b_l_johnston/sets/72157601371553719/ 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/b_l_johnston/sets/72157601497752102/ 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/b_l_johnston/sets/72157601504568911/ 

Your recent environmental report left out several things I have witnessed 
through the years. In the 1970's I invited a friend of mine who was a professor of 
Earth Science at TTU to help me design a water system from a spring in my 
cave to my house.  When he saw the cave, he said he had conducted a dye test 
in the cave to determine where the water in the cave surfaced.  He indicated the 
dye surfaced in the historically and ecologically important Booger Swamp.  This 
could especially impact the use of herbicides along the proposed transmission 
line. 

I took one of the TVA biologists into a very deep sink hole that begins within the 
R-O-W of the transmission line.  She felt cold air coming from several places in 
the bottom of the sink hole.  Herbicides would naturally run off into this sink hole 
and probably enter an underground aquifer.  Also the sink hole blooms every 
spring with several types of trilliums.  I would hate to lose this feature due to 
herbicides. 

I have witnessed cranes using the small pond on the adjacent Hawkins property.  
I am not sure what type cranes they are, but they are very noisy. 

I have witnessed bobcats and red foxes on my property in addition to the 
mammals in the report. 

Please consider these items when making decisions. 

Thank you, 

Bower L. (Bob) Johnston” 
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Jon Jonakin 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

The proposed transmission line expansion in Algood is especially troubling to 
me in light of TVA's apparent reluctance to practice full disclosure of information 
that TVA has and that relates to the proposed construction.  As an economist, I 
understand that information is critical in attempting to determine if the benefits of 
any project outweigh the costs.  In the case of the current proposal, it appears 
that TVA not only is unwilling to release the full body of data that relate to the 
proposal, but that some of the information that has been released is now 
apparently invalid.  I am referring in particular to the proposed 400 unit 
apartment complex that was used, in part, as a justification for the project and 
that has now apparently been scrapped.  The failure to disclose information in 
these matters and the current irrelevance of information that has been released 
raises serious questions as to the legitimacy of the proposed project and of the 
trustworthiness of TVA itself.     I urge TVA to fully disclose all reports and data 
they have that related to the Algood project and that TVA revise any reports that 
make claims that can no longer be substantiated.    Thank You,    Jon Jonakin, 
PhD Economics 

Lawrence R. Klem 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“The TVA needs to show the citizens of Putnam County and specifically Algood 
why this line has to go up Buck Mountain and destroy so much wildlife habitat. 
Since an alternative route has been suggested alond the Hwy 111 ROW that 
wouldn't impact people and wildlife has any further study been done? We have a 
right to know why this line has to go where TVA and UCEMC say it does. TVA 
and UCEMC have a responsibility to their customers especially and to all of 
Putnam County to work with folks in the line of proposed construction and to 
lessen environmental impacts where ever they can. I think it's a shame how you 
all are trying to bulldoze this transmission line through. 
Sincerely,               Lawrence R.  Klem” 

Robert and Velda Koger 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

                “As a resident of this area, my husband and I would like to compliment 
you and TVA on making the choice to bring the proposed line down the 
mountain rather than taking the homes of those of us who live on Old Qualls Rd. 
and other streets at the foot of the mountain. 
                To our way of thinking, it is a very humanitarian effort and decision to 
decide to take some trees rather than homes.  I have looked at some of the 
environmental study and really cannot see that much damage to the view, the 
animals, or the soil for farming. 
                We and our neighbors thank you, 

Robert and Velda Koger” 
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Mary Mastin 
Upper Cumberland Group of the Sierra Club 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 
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Mastin – page 5 
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Mastin – page 8 
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Mastin – page 9 
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Silas Mathes 
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation 
Division of Natural Areas 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Comment: 
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Mathes – page 2 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hugh Mills 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“I dislike the "preferred" route simply on aesthetic considerations. I would prefer 
to see the powerline in a location already impacted by human artifacts, rather 
than see a relatively pristine area become blighted by this addition. I realize that 
such a route may cost more, but preserving the beauty of the natural landscape 
is worth the extra cost.” 
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Steve/Diane Moore 
Comment: 
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Vincent Neary 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“If you cannot make the data justifying this project available to the public you 
should not build it.    The project unnecessarily causes environmental damages 
that could be avoided by routing the transmission lines along Highway 111.  An 
honest analysis of cost-benefits, would probably kill this project.” 

Danny L. Newton 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“This project calls into question the judgment of TVA. The alleged reason for not 
releasing the engineering report is not good enough. I don't see any reason to 
even begin a project like this with an agreement limiting  public disclosure.  The 
EIS probably used some facts that the engineers failed to gather because they 
are not part of the inner circle of those knowing what the Chamber of Commerce 
is doing from time to time.            TOUR has taken a keen interest in this project 
because of the similarities between the Fifth Interchange and this TVA power 
line. In both cases, there is uncalled for exuberance and hyperventilation caused 
by the Chamber of Commerce.  There seems to be overblown or artificially 
inflated demand that must be met under what seems to be an emergency 
situation. A highly technical subject has been dressed up in an economic 
development fabric that makes nearly everyone think that they can master the 
subject with a minimum of study and a maximum of cliché thinking. Anyone who 
objects or questions the need for this line is automatically dismissed as a 
NIMBY.           The Fifth Interchange is an attempt to provide an over supply of 
exits from the Interstate 40 at a cost that can not be recovered from the means 
that we have to recover costs except income transfers from other parts of the 
state.  The partially purchased 400 acre industrial park/business park is an 
attempt to provide an over supply of commercial property in a county that 
already receives a very high fraction of income from industrial and residential 
development.  Only seven other counties in Tennessee have higher 
percentages of industrial and commercial tax receipts from industrial and 
commercial property. This data is easily found on the Internet. The counties are: 
Hamblen, Montgomery, Madison, Shelby, Sevier, Davidson and Hamilton. The 
only thing missing in the future 400 acre Mine Lick Creek Business Park is 
another over supply of road and utility infrastructure to attract some kind of 
business.           The TVA power line may also be an attempt to oversupply the 
Algood area with electrical capacity by inflating the need.  I suspect that the 
original engineering report did not have anything in it about the apartment 
houses, the school, the bank, the three future industries etc. which was 
mentioned on Adobe page 11 of the report. Another commonality of these three 
projects is that the cost of the oversupply is communized or shifted to the public 
at large.  The mistakes that TDOT makes when providing an oversupply of 
asphalt or asphalt in the wrong place is passed to the traveler through the many 
transportation means, mostly gas taxes, that the legislature provides to fund 
TDOT.  The business park mistake will be passed to the city of Cookeville and to 
Putnam County as higher taxes and lost property tax revenue.  If TVA is moving 
precipitously into this power line project, those costs will also be passed to the 
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local UCEMC and then to the people with electric meters on their houses.         I 
don't know what industry they were talking about in the report. There are at least 
three parcels of land along SR111 totaling 88 acres that are for sale as industrial 
properties but there are no major empty buildings to be served in the area of 
Algood. There are currently at least <A 
HREF="http://www.tennesseeprospector.com/ed.asp?cmd=findsites&maxx=324
5301.69933914&minx=678372.283830362&miny=-
205039.900486618&maxy=1304918.57922443&vis=&nvis=&p=1&t=1&x1=&y1=
&label=&selid=&s=&k=0&rida=&thetype=all&minsize=&maxsize=&units=SqFt&r
ailroad=&minceiling=&geotype=county&zipcode=&county=47141&Submit=Sear
ch">17 empty buildings </A>in Putnam County ready for the next call center, 
warehouse or factory. The TVA EIS report does not mention the recent 400 acre 
business park that is under development on the west side of Cookeville. Since 
this property is already within the city limits, it is probably going to be served 
from the Cookeville East substation. Adding capacity to Algood gives additional 
capacity to the East Cookeville substation and thus to the City of Cookeville to 
serve this future industrial park on Mine Lick Creek Road on I-40.  This 
additional capacity also allows the city to expand its borders without challenge to 
its capacity to serve the willing and unwilling residents by incorporation.  By 
expanding the availability of industrial property in the county, they have lowered 
the probability that the new industry, real or imagined, would end up in Algood.        
Do not hold your breath for the three industrial buildings that are claimed in the 
report. Tennessee lost over <A 
HREF="http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2006/Nov/20/business-journal-
briefs/">15,000  industrial jobs </A> since 2002. The rate of industrial jobs lost 
due to productivity is approximately 2.29% per year every year in spite of all of 
the efforts of the State Economic and Community Development plus local 
efforts.  Over 13% of those 15,000 jobs lost were losses in Putnam County. 
Manufacturing jobs in Cookeville declined 18.1% and 13.9% in Putnam County 
from 2000 to 2004. </p>            Many people are victims of Chamber of 
Commerce hyperventilation about jobs, jobs, jobs but TVA can not pretend to be 
unaware of the realities in this case. They have years of data that could be 
easily put in a table showing the historic electrical consumption from that 
particular sub station. Instead, they decided to tell everyone that there was going 
to be a 30% increase in demand in the next three to five years. From here on 
out, we are on our own to imagine the missing details.          A perpetual 
increase of 30% over 5 years would work out to an annual increase of about 
5.38% per year. The new capacity of 33MVA would be exceeded in 10.86 years. 
I seriously doubt that TVA or anyone else would rebuild a substation with a 
service life of less than 11 years. Let's say that the miracle development boom is 
going to be over in five years and there is no sub prime morgage crisis ever or 
looming. The Algood station would be producing 24.27 MVA or about 75% of its 
capacity. If the remaining capacity was spread out over 25 years, then the 
average increase per year would be 1.2 percent per year. This would place the 
next capacity crisis 30 years down the road. As long as no one invents an 
economical electric car with a 300 mile driving range or an aluminum plant does 
not come to town, the 1.2% increase in consumption per year will be above the 
probable increase in population or per capita consumption. According to data 
provided on the state Economic and Community Development web site, the 
population projections from 2006 to 2011 anticipate an increase in Putnam 
County population of that would cause it to double every 56.78 years. A 1.2% 
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per year increase per year in electrical demand would double demand every 35 
years. If electrical demand follows per capita population, there is no crisis with or 
without the imaginary and suddenly mysteriously appearing economic 
development.         It is very difficult to escape the conclusion that this "crisis" 
real or not, should have been seen sooner if it is as dire as presented. If, in fact, 
there are transformers in the system with a name plate date of maufacture going 
back to 1968, this is a strong and convincing suggestion that the area is due for 
an upgrade if not now then soon.  A justification for this project based upon a 
2002 study probably would have included a stagnant rate of increase in 
electrical demand for industrial enterprises, especially if the data included the 
recession of 2001. Even though this new power line is a logical step for both 
reasonable and possibly unreasonable future growth, TVA should no longer be 
given future respect or the benefit of a doubt because of their failure to release 
supporting documents. TVA should not be using short term speculative 
promises from the Chamber of Commerce to justify infrastructure management 
decisions.  Secrecy does not foster public trust and takes a long time to regain 
once lost. It seems that TVA is working for the UCEMC and the Chamber of 
Commerce a lot harder than the citizens of Putnam County.” 

Valerie Ohle 
Commissioner, Tennessee Commission on Indian Affairs 
Comment: 

“Thank you for returning my call. Today is Monday, January 14, 2008. 

As I explained on the phone earlier today, a constituent has reported to me that 
there are intact American Indian burials in the route of the proposed Algood 
Power Supply Upgrade. This e-mail is to serve as notice of the reported burials 
before the end of the comment period. 

I am requesting a copy of the Hockersmith 2007 archeological survey for this 
project, and a copy of the documentation showing compliance with Section 106 
through notification of federally recognized American Indian nations and 
consultation with representatives of federally recognized American Indian 
nations. 

My fax number and e-mail are below. I appreciate your assistance in this matter. 

Sincerely, 
Valerie Ohle, Commissioner 
TN Commission on Indian Affairs” 

Edith Phipps 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“We would like to thank you and the staff of TVA for the work and study put into 
the new TVA Line for Algood. 
I know TVA can not please every one with the choice that has been made. 
Trees can be replaced, and I think  
Less homes will effected on the route chosen. 

Edith Phipps”  
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Fred Ray 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“Yes..I have reviewed your proposals. I personally do not have any property that 
would be affected by the proposed transmission; however, I do have friends 
whose property may be affected. I know the Putnam County region is growing, 
but I would like to see a less environmentally damaging route   proposed. Please 
consider a route west from Tap 1 to SR 111, north on SR 111 to Main St. 10 th 
St. exit and east on Main St. to the currently being built substation. I know this 
may not be the shortest route, but will be the least costly in terms of aesthetic 
views destroyed, property values decreased, and lives disrupted. SR 111 is a 
natural corridor to build this line. Going east on Main St. to First Avenue then 
South to the sub station is also natural. Please consider this route. I have friends 
whos farms will be damaged aesthetically if this line is built with the current 
alternatives. There is a less damaging route and this is the SR 111 route. Thank 
you. 

Michael Richardson 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“I am concerned about the lack of consideration for building this project along 
existing right of way, specifically along SR 111.  If existing right of way is 
technically suitable for the expansion project it should be given first priority, 
rather than creating an entirely new right of way that disrupts and negatively 
impacts properties along the 5.2 mile corridor proposed by TVA.  While 
necessary for our quality of life, there is no question that power transmission 
lines are a visual blight on the landscape.  Therefore, their impact on the land 
should be reduced whenever possible.  Constructing new power lines along 
existing routes minimizes the overall visual effect of the new lines, since other 
transmission lines already exist.  And, using an existing route allows property 
owners along the proposed new route to maintain their quality of life and the 
value of their property.  Cost of construction should never be the only factor that 
TVA considers when constructing new lines.  The long-term economic effect on 
TVA is negligible compared to the the considerable short and long term 
economic effects on the affected property owners.    Sincerely, Michael 
Richardson” 

Kate Scurlock 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“I would like to voice my concern and opposition to the proposed transmission 
line that will run over Buck Mountain. Not only will this destroy yards and private 
property but huge, ancient trees and wildlife habitat that is becoming more 
scarce every day. Can't we, the citizens of this area be informed of the 
alternatives to this route?  Please, please reconsider this plan.     Kate Scurlock” 
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Don Shockley 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“From my location the present route is ok with me.” 

Sullivan Smith MD 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“I wish to thank you in advance for your time and attention to my comments.    In 
particular, the attorney representing my wife and I in this matter proposed an 
alternate solution to this project. His proposal was developed after extensive 
meetings, site visits, and consultations. I should mention that it also came at a 
considerable cost to my family. That solution would have saved significant funds 
(estimated to be more than $3 million)for TVA in terms of property acquisition 
costs. In addition, it would have provided a back up power source for Algood (as 
well as Cookeville) should the line fail. This has happened at least once in the 
past after a pole was struck by a car. In this alternate proposal, the property, 
environmantal, and personal impact created by the existing route all but goes 
away.     While it may seem unlikely that an attorney could propose a meaningful 
alternate solution to address whatever issues are driving this new power project, 
I should tell you that he is a former TVA counsel who has worked on many 
similar projects. Our attorney, Mr. Herb Sanger, made his proposal personally to 
TVA staff members during a meeting in Chattanooga. I do not believe that his 
alternate proposal was given fair and equal consideration compared to the 
current route and project.     My specific request is for you to reconsider his 
suggestions and then specifically address the reasons why TVA chose to 
continue on with the project as proposed.     Once again, thank you for your 
consideration in this matter.    Respectfully,  Sullivan Smith, MD” 
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Scotty Sorrells 
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation 
Water Supply 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Comment: 
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Barry Stein 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 
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Robert M. Todd 
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Comment: 
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Mark Tummons 
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation 
Recreation Educational Services 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Comment: 
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Jonathan Williams 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 

“If this new line is necessary, more consideration should be given to the idea of 
following along Highway 111 or some other existing road(s) as much as possible 
in order to minimize the damage to or loss of private property.” 

Randall D. Williams 
Upper Cumberland Development District 
Cookeville, Tennessee 
Comment: 
 

 


